
With HULFT EDI, you can:

• Speed up business cycles by 60% or 
more

• Improve cash flow and reduce order-to-
cash cycles by 20%

• Complete closed-loop transactions 
with partners in minutes with no human
intervention required

• Automate application data across your 
supply chain with limited coding

• Dramatically reduced order processing 
times, resulting in more accurate inventory
reports and fewer stockouts

• Create faster document processes result
in 80% less intervention and re-work by 
your staff

The HULFT EDI Service
We manage your EDI while you manage your customers

EDI is a technology that has endured many evolutions over many decades. 
While experts predicted its demise many times, it remains an important way 
to do business with key partners.

A Managed Service
Saison Technology offers highly scalable data integration and an EDI
platform hosted in the cloud that enables limitless trading partners, users
and back-end data connections. We also offer a low-code, visual flow
designer that connects your ERP, CRM, WMS, MES accounting and other
major enterprise systems directly to your supply chain.

Cloud-based portal available 24/7/365
Do you need to check on a document or a purchase order? Don’t pick up 
the phone; just go to your custom portal, which provides granular 
visibility into its status and the steps required to complete the transaction.

We’re all about industry standards
We maintain a library of over 600 connectors built on document standards
such as ACH, EANCOM, EDIFACT, GISB, HL7, IATA PADIS, TRADCOMS, X12,
VDA, PDF Label and more.
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A Proven Data Integration Platform and EDI Process

Because there are so many standards and communications protocols, you need a trusted partner that not only understands the
end-to-end process, and one that can make changes as your business evolves. Leave it to Saison Technology to map and maintain
your EDI workflow so you can spend more time with customers, partners and other strategic areas of the business.
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Contact us today!
Visit: www.saison-technology-intl.com
Email: salesop@saison-technology-intl.com
Call (855) 815-1518

North American Global HQ

400 Concar Drive -- San Mateo, CA 94402

Worldwide Locations
Tokyo, Osaka, Nagoya, Fukuoka
Beijing, Shanghai, Singapore and London

Implementation Methodology
With over 30 years of enterprise data integration experience, Saison Technology Professional Services has a proven methodology
to work with businesses and IT teams to get projects off the ground fast and complete them in record time.

IDENTIFY
the gaps

TEST & CERTIFY
by key business
users; load data

GO LIVE
and sign off

PREPARE
the test system

for demo

CONFIRM
the existing

features

DEVELOP
enhancements if

required

About Saison Technology International
Companies today work way too hard for data. IT spends far too much time and money connecting silos and maintaining 
hand-coded scripts, just to make data work for the business. Saison Technology provides a single global platform that 
allows IT to find, secure, transform and move information at scale. Our experts roll up our sleeves to help you uncover 
hidden pain points, automate tedious manual operations, and streamline data flow worldwide. For 30 years, we’ve helped 
more than 10,000 customers automate, orchestrate and accelerate digital transformation projects make it easy for IT and 
business professionals to put data to work for the enterprise.


